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Background1



The Vision
DISHA analytics screens add a layer of data intelligence on top of the real-time scheme data across 13 
schemes to intelligently allow an MP to figure out trends, identify areas of growth and pinpoint 
opportunities for improvement across all schemes and geographies in just a few clicks.

Granular 
insights to 

identify areas of 
focus

Automatic
scoring that incorporates 

growth along with 
achievement

Dynamic
updates to track 

progress over time

Contextual
ranking 

incorporating 
geographic position 

and seasonality
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Challenges2



Challenges
14 Schemes with varying

● Geographic distribution

● Update frequency

● Granularity

needed to be unified and brought onto a 
single ‘pipeline’ that aggregates the data and 
merges it all together. 

Unifying Different Data Sources



Challenges
Varying district coverage meant that 
calculating scheme-based index for districts 
which have different schemes implemented 
within them would not be an 
apples-to-apples comparison. 

Ranking was calculated eventually based on 
average distance from target 
achievement (100%) for 20 indicators based 
on coverage across the schemes. 

 

Incorporating varying scheme coverage



Challenges
 

Handling data inconsistencies

Instances where denominator = 0, 
and numerator ≠ 0. In such a 
scenario, the value becomes 
undefined. Such instances were not 
considered for analysis. 

Numerous instances where 
numerator > denominator. Such 
instances were kept for analysis, 
considering the possibility of 
overshooting the target. 
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Current Screens3



MP Focus View

Quickly view overall district 
position relative to state and 
country along with change



MP Focus View

Identify top and bottom 
performing indicators to find 
areas to focus.



MP Focus View
Compare performance...



Indicator Deep Dive
Analyse trends in 
achievement and growth, 
along with knowing position 



Query ScreenQuery data to view districts 
meeting criteria



District Comparison

View District Overall Score and Position 



District Comparison

View Indicator wise Score and Position 



Quadrant Analysis

Districts arranged by growth on x-axis and 
achievement on y-axis 
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What’s Next4



Cluster Analysis
Using granular GP level 
data, an MP will be to 
identify clusters of GPs 
with similar 
development context 
within their district that 
require their attention. 



GP Level Analytics
Upon LGD seeding and 
availability of granular 
data, the analytics 
screen will have the 
ability to drill down to 
the lowest GP level.

Filters to drill 
down to GP level



Convergence with other datasets

DISHA Dashboard can also be used in 
tandem with other statistical, regional and 
alternate data sets to further enhance 
insights relating to development efforts. 
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Thank You!


